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Words Make Worlds  
 

G. Buck  
 
It begins with wood. From wood I build a table. Would you please join me at this table? Seated 
across from each other—a table of words written between us—we enter a world on paper made 
from the pulp of wood. 
 
Hannah Arendt, in The Human Condition, also fashions a table of words. To her, the table is the social 
sphere, a world on paper, which defines those around it by separating one from the other: 

 
To live together in the world means essentially that a world of things is 
between those who have it in common, as a table is located between 
those who sit around it; the world like every in-between, relates and 
separates men at the same time.1 
 

You and I sit across from each other, words—a table, the world—between us. Arendt is in my 
words, sitting at this table with us. Words, in the world, are durable. The table I invite you to is not 
new, as others sat here and knew this place before we arrived. This tangible character, the 
ongoingness of words as things, gives the world continuity. 
 
Are words sturdy? Words are concepts, and concepts materialize abstractions into the world as 
things. To keep a word’s meaning from flying away, a dictionary—a durable, sturdy, material 
object—sets meaning down. To avoid many meanings in what I’ve written, perhaps I should 
explain. Words are ambiguities because meaning shifts. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
at its Latin root, ambiguity is made of “amb” meaning “both ways” and “ag-ĕre” meaning to drive.2 
Ambiguous words drive meaning in two directions. Words, a means of movement, get you from 
here to the end of this sentence. The dictionary indicates words’ shifting meanings by including 

                                                
1 Hannah Arendt and Margaret Canovan, The Human Condition, 2nd edition, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1998), 52.  
2 “Ambiguity | Definition of Ambiguity in English by Oxford Dictionaries,” date accessed December 12, 2017. 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/ambiguity 
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multiple definitions; would dictionaries provide lists of definitions if the meaning of each word was 
plain, was clear? Why edit dictionaries if meaning did not shift? 
 
Given time, words and readers change. Right now, I write about a table I will get up and walk away 
from. You, somewhere in the future, sit with me at our table and won’t leave until we both come to 
the end. How is this so? How are words in many places at once? How do words forever go forward 
across the page, yet drive us backwards through history? Words, while stable and material in nature, 
drive meanings here and there, in the past and future, on a page and in the world, in context, and in 
isolation. Once written, a word may not change its letters, though its meaning may evolve, as might 
the reader. Once spoken, a word, upon repeating, may take on new meaning. Even thinking a word, 
upon reflection, may offer new insights. Words have matter, but the matter of meaning is not so 
stable. 
 
When I say, “This is a table,” the reader, you—to enter our shared world—would be compelled to 
agree, “This is a table!” All the while meaning seeks more, driving toward what has not been 
established: what is this table like? The absence of further explanation ensures that all you know is 
what I have told you: we sit at a table made of wood. 
 
“So what?” you are asking yourself, “To what end? Why does this matter?”  
 
The matter here is words. My goal is to give credence to my claim that words are material things—
ambiguous things that exist, perhaps on a page, perhaps in the air, perhaps only in the mind, but 
certainly they are a shared material that informs the world between us. My words are really on the 
page in your hands, really in your head, and now, here (or is it there?), they contribute to how world is 
understood. Words make the world understandable, and more words change our understanding of 
the world: 
 

The reality and reliability of the human world rest primarily on the fact 
that we are surrounded by things more permanent than the activity by 
which they were produced, and potentially even more permanent than 
the lives of their authors.3  
 

And here, words begin to matter—as matter—as material. The world we share is words on wood 
that is a table, words of ink on paper made of wood. I am responsible for the words I put on this 
table, words I have put in the world; reciprocally, you are responsible for words you put in the 
world. As words define spaces, a disagreement about a word’s meaning might lend unintended 
consequence. When I write poetry or fiction, ambiguous words allow multiple interpretations.  

                                                
3 Arendt and Canovan, 96. 
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A reader—you—might enjoy the layers, might reflect on beauty found in uncertainty, in free play of 
imagination at blurred edges. If I were to write laws or policies, my words are intended to become 
rules and prescriptions. Here, a lack of clarity may have dire consequences. 
 
Gertrude Stein’s project was poetry, and open spaces in her writing leave generous invitations for 
readers to meet her on the page and in the sound. Stein’s work is ripe for interpretation, her words 
at times defying singular meaning. When Stein repeats the same word, she illustrates each occurrence 
as unique; at other times written words seem non-sense until spoken, then sound reveals a meaning 
that written form conceals. In Stein’s poem “Roast Beef,” even she notes the problem I attempt to 
relate: “A sentence of a vagueness that is violence is authority and a mission and stumbling and also 
certainly also a prison.”4 Vague, liquid, multi-valent, mutable, and ambiguous words are all fine 
finery as poetry. However, words’ definitions outside of poetry are intended to sentence meaning to 
remain stabled, and not gallop elsewhere. Ink imprisons words on pages bound in legal briefs; 
volumes hold court on dusty library shelves. In this form, words are acted upon as established, as 
truth and certainty. Words in this way are supposed to stop wandering, to remain absolutely, 
positively, unquestioningly correct. Beautiful truth uncovered in poetry liberates human imagination; 
the ugly truth of ill-devised legalities are lives shackled, waiting on appeals for clarity lost in meaning 
that drifts. 
 
Our shared reality, at this table, is words, which might be refashioned into weapons. In a world of 
words, if meanings shift and change, then the world itself is unstable, the table perhaps wobbly.  
A wooden table broken into bats can batter, or a table splintered to kindling might spark fires which 
consume our world. Words in the world—printed, spoken, circulated, and embodied in actions—
become encoded in behaviors, develop into patterns crisscrossing reality  
 
with tracks others trip on, traveling to the end of the line, to the end of a sentence. Words travel in 
the world that they are making. 
 
Before I get up from our table and stop adding words to our shared world, I offer this last thought: 
there is an ethics to giving in writing. Words carry the weight of meaning, and the weight of the 
world they make falls heavy when words’ meanings are not considered. Our world, a wooden table 
we share, is an open space with room for interpretation, laughter, and conviviality. My offered words 
illustrate me into reality; as you read, I am seen. But there is risk here: open spaces allow for possible 
misunderstandings and unintended interpretations. In spite of this, in fact to prevent this, I ought to 
try—try to make a world, try to share a world, try to include you in my world. Trial and error is the 
way we discover what meaning is shared, what words are in common. When words are shared, there 
must be an understanding of what goes on the table and what is at stake. 

                                                
4 Gertrude Stein, Tender Buttons, (New York: Haskell House Publishers Ltd, 1970), 38-39. 
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Here, now hear, I have written about a table made of would, wood that becomes paper covered in 
words, words which are worlds of matter. Words matter. For that matter, it is right, may be a right 
to be in the world, but now in the world, my words echo Hannah Arendt, who proposes, “[it] is very 
simple: it is nothing more than to think what we are doing.”5 Cut down a tree. Make a table. Write 
words into reality. 

                                                
5 Arendt and Canovan, 5. 


